
BULLETIN No 9                                      11 OCT 2001

                                                          COIN OPERATED RIDES WITH MORE THAN 2 SEATS

Most children’s coin operated rides are manufactured to seat either 1 or 2 children.  However rides exist that 
seat more than this.
 
The following definition of a Children’s Coin Operated ride is given in HSG175:-.
 
  ‘Coin-operated Children’s Ride.
  A slow moving ride fitted on a stationary base and operated by coins,tokens etc.
  It is designed for unattended use by one or two persons aged between 3 and 10
  Years’.

This has left BACTA and the JAC with a dilemma, that is, who should examine and test such rides?.
The most sensible answer must be the BACTA registered ADIP’s examiners, but this would mean conducting
examination’s that fall outside our existing remit.
A revised definition is therefore suggested:-

 ‘Coin-operated Children’s Ride.                                                                                                                                          
  A slow moving ride fitted on a stationary base and operated by coins,tokens etc.                                                             
  It is designed for unattended use by one or two persons aged between 3 and 10 Years.                                                    
  Please note :  A small number of rides seat more than 2 persons. Special conditions apply.                                             
  (see BACTA bulletin No 9)’.

If BACTA inspectors are to carry out these examinations extra safety measures must be taken:-

1.   An instruction sign stating. ‘Before inserting coin make sure all passengers are securely seated’, or similar
      must be displayed in a prominent position near the coin entry/entries.
2.   A further ‘Risk Assessment’ must be undertaken, assuming the real possibility that children may still be
      boarding the ride when a coin is being inserted to start the ride.
3.   The location of the coin entries should be easily accessible to the child/children when they are securely 
       in their seats.
4.   The ride must be designed in such a manner ( ie. slow or gentle movement, or incorporate other safety 
       measures ) that ensures a child will not sustain injury if boarding or alighting when the ride is enabled.

                    AS ALWAYS CHILD SAFETY IS FOREMOST IF IN ANY DOUBT DO NOT ISSUE A D.O.C.

ADIPS
Amusement Device Inspection Procedures Scheme
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